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Mission and vision



In one sentence...

How do we effectively and systematically 

reduce the post-code lottery in cancer 

outcomes?

Prioritisation in cancer control



• We have committed 
clinicians. How do we 
ensure the best possible 
outcomes by improving 
the system in which care 
is delivered?

Two conversations

• Increase access
to current evidence 
across the continuum of 
cancer care

• We have to incorporate 
new therapies into care



New and emerging cancer treatments 

What about the new therapies?

- Chemotherapy / targeted therapies

‘Unfortunately, with the notable exception of 
trastuzumab for breast cancer, improvements 
in disease outcomes with targeted therapies 
have not yet been seen in the adjuvant 
setting. Rather, it is end-stage disease where 
targeted medicines have, to date, gained 
most currency and achieved their best 
outcomes. focus discourages investment in 
areas where patients and society may well be 
better served.’Ward R. A decade of promises in personalised cancer medicine: is the 
honeymoon over? Med J Aust 2014;200(3):32-33.
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Social determinants of health 

(and cancer is no different)

- Socio-economic status

- Rurality

- Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander communities

- Culturally and linguistically diverse communities

(and the likely co-existence of three of these factors)
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Levels of health literacy by  
socioeconomic status

Source: AIHW – Australia’s Health 2010
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Source: AIHW – Australia’s Health 2010



Levels of health literacy by age

Source: AIHW – Australia’s Health 2016



Daily smoking by socioeconomic 
disadvantage - 2010



Optimising cancer outcomes –
disparities by socio-economic status are widening

Source: Tervonen, H et al (2017). Cancer survival disparities worsening by socio-economic 
disadvantage over the last 3 decades in New South Wales, Australia. BMC Public Health 



Optimising cancer outcomes –
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islanders

Cancers with higher mortality

Later presentation

Having adjusted for stage, 
mortality still higher

Outcomes adjusted by stage at presentation

Condon JR et al. Med J Aust
2005;182(6):277-280



Two fundamental goals

1. Improve cancer outcomes overall 
(by applying systematically the 
knowledge that we have today) 
and;

2. Lessen the gaps in cancer 
outcomes that reflect the social 
determinants of health. 
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Coleman MP, Forman D, Bryant H et al. Cancer survival in Australia, 
Canada, Denmark, Norway, Sweden and the UK, 1995-2007 (the 
International Cancer Benchmarking Partnership): an analysis of 
population-based cancer registry data. The Lancet 2011, 377: 127-138 
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Survival differences between countries 
comparable countries using one analysis



1. What is the burning platform –
delivering cancer services after 
diagnosis?

2. What are the burning platforms –
prevention and screening?

3. How do we optimise the system‘s 
response to improving cancer 
outcomes?
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Increasing cancer survival





Mortality outcomes
by average annual hospital volume















Creighton N et al. Med J Aust 2017;206(1):23-29





Radiotherapy for early stage 
breast cancer



variations in uptake

of international evidence 

based best practice

variation in access

for NSW women to breast 

hypofractionation

Reporting for Better
Cancer Outcomes 2016 
Annual Performance Report 
(2008 to 2012)

The data highlighted:

Variation in treatment



Unadjusted and adjusted percent of people receiving 
treatment with curative intent for non-small cell lung 
cancer by local health district of residence, NSW*, 
01/09-06/12



Quitting smoking at the time of 
cancer being diagnosed

U.S. Surgeon 
General’s 
Report, 2014
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Declined,
especially
for women 
under 30

likely due to 
vaccination
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How do we optimise the system‘s 
response to improving cancer 
outcomes?

Empower patients, clinicians and 
funders to make much better decisions
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Optimal use of health data

Linked data

Population cancer registry Clinical cancer registry

Admitted patient data set Emergency department data

Screening registry data National Death Index

Viral hepatidities register Patient reported measures

Public and private radiotherapy data

Pharmaceutical Benefits Schedule (PBS) data

Medicare Benefits Schedule (MBS) data (community and 
outpatient care)



Achieving collective impact by using & 
linking existing data sources 



Optimal use of health data

Results adjusted for:

- age; 

- sex; 

- co-morbidities; 

- pre-operative level of function; 

- extent of spread at presentation; 

- urgency of admission; 

- private / public; and 

- year of separation.

Results presented by hospital volume.



Reporting for Better Cancer Outcomes 
(RBCO): Process



Reporting for Better Cancer Outcomes 
(RBCO): System engagement



Data currency



Optimal use of health data



Clinical Advisory Groups (CAGs): 
Activity 

100 



Clinical Advisory Groups (CAGs): 
Activity 

100 



New measures and focus on patient 
reported measures 



Optimal use of health data

There is an ethical imperative to use all 
available data to ensure that we are 
improving care for people systematically 

There is therefore also an imperative to make 
these data as widely available to clinicians, 
researchers and funders as possible

Whose data?



Optimal use of health data

Data rich

Information poor

Little local knowledge

Poor integration across         
clinical data / information 
technology systems

The status quo



Optimal use of health data

How little information patients,  
clinicians, health service planners 
and funders actually have

Individual clinician’s performance 
reports on clinical outcomes 
adequately adjusted and 
benchmarked are incredibly rare

The status quo



Optimal use of health data

Data harvesting 

Data linkage

Data analysis

Data presentation

The leaders today



P
a

| Optional Footer

Optimal use of health data 

Australian Commission on safety and quality in Healthcare 



NSW Cancer Plan Performance Indicators

These indicators are 
measures of improvements 
in cancer outcomes



• Canrefer (canrefer.com.au) listed:

• 228 hospitals and cancer services, 

• 224 multidisciplinary teams and 

• 1,153 specialists as at January 2017.

• Multidisciplinary team indicators 
included in Reporting for Better Cancer 
Outcomes (RBCO).

NSW Ministry of 
Health Business 

Planning 
Framework 

2017-18

Strategy: 
Deliver truly 

integrated care

Integrated cancer care

Multidisciplinary teams and Canrefer

Increase cancer survival 



Two current 
criteria:

Adequate (data 
defined) case-load 
volume

Functioning multi-
disciplinary team

(Clinical 
outcomes, data 
collection, 
research active)



Cancer Institute NSW

1. It has taken a long time to build the foundations 

and credibility to actually influence patient 

outcomes 

2. CINSW‘s work has developed in parallel with 

initiatives such as the Bureau of Health Information 

public reporting of health system performance

3. Statewide communities of practice and clinical 

advisory groups are key for sharing learnings (and 

there is real progress when people share their 

failures)
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Optimal use of health data

Data 

Information 

Knowledge

System performance 
improvement

The ideal pipeline:
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